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Letter to the Editor—The Disproportionate Negative Impacts of COVID-19 on the Mental 

Health of Prisoners 

Editor:

While there has been legitimate attention concerning the effect of COVID-19 on the physical 

health of inmates, another important aspect to address is the mental health complications as a 

direct result of the pandemic. COVID-19 poses new challenges to supporting the mental well-

being of prisoners, in addition to exacerbating present issues in the incarceration system.

EXACERBATION OF PRESENT ISSUES 

Heightened Anxiety and Mental Illness

Prior to COVID-19, it was well documented that prisoners worldwide experienced greater levels 

of mental illness, with an estimated one in seven inmates having major depression or psychosis 

(1). Various complex factors contribute to this impressive figure, one being a prisoner’s beliefs 

that they are not in control of the outcome of their lives, also known as having an external locus 

of control (LOC) (2). Studies have found that inmates commonly have external LOC and this is 

linked with higher levels of depression in incarcerated men (3) and women alike (4), and in 

general an external LOC is correlated with higher levels of stress (5) and anxiety (6). 

For those who are incarcerated, a lack of control is less of a belief and more of a reality in all 

aspects of their lives. Studies conducted since the outbreak of COVID-19 in the United States 
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have revealed that Americans are feeling more anxious due to worries relating to them or a loved 

one contracting coronavirus (7). It is expected that prisoners would suffer from the same anxiety 

but, unlike the general population, they cannot attempt to reduce this anxiety by following the 

safety guidelines outlined by the CDC and their anxieties may be even greater due to their 

elevated risk of getting sick. In addition, anxiety worsens preexisting mental illnesses, a fact that 

is especially relevant to the prison population. The compounding of unsafe prison environments, 

greater prevalence of mental illness, and prisoners’ inabilities to improve or control their 

surroundings can lead to disproportionately poorer mental health in response to COVID-19.

In order to counteract this response, prisons should focus on addressing the cause of the 

anxieties. Improving the environment of the prison would reduce the actual and perceived risk of 

contracting COVID-19 and lessen prisoners’ anxiety. Improvements to consider include 

releasing non-violent offenders with little time left to serve to reduce overcrowding, providing 

adequate sanitation supplies to ensure personal hygiene, and equipping prison officers and 

prisoners with proper personal protective equipment.

NEW CHALLENGES

Social Isolation

United States prison systems have placed emergency protective measures to minimize contact 

between prisoners, guards, and visitors. While this is positive for the physical health of those 

involved, these measures are isolating for prisoners and ultimately have a negative impact on 

their mental health without the proper mitigating strategies (8). 

One measure put into place by the Federal Bureau of Prisons and certain states is the suspension 

of visits by community members. This is detrimental to the mental health of prisoners as visits 

by family members have been shown to reduce depressive symptoms in women and adolescents 

(9). Some correctional institutes are providing teleconferencing services to prisoners which could 

be a useful tool for mitigating the lack of social support.

Most US jails operate above their designed capacity (8). Due to limitations in space, prisoners 

exposed to COVID-19 may be placed in the spaces typically used for solitary confinement and 
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prisoners without COVID-19 may face increased restriction to their individual cells (8); for 

example, youths in American juvenile correctional facilities stay in a small cell for 23 hours per 

day with almost completely no human contact (10). Although this restriction is not being 

implemented punitively, it bears many of the same psychologically damaging qualities of 

solitary confinement such as social isolation, physical idleness, and sensory deprivation (8). 

Studies have found that social isolation is correlated with clinical depression and long-term 

impulsive control disorder, particularly in those with pre-existing mental illness (11). 

In order to humanely physically separate prisoners from others, the differences between solitary 

confinement and quarantine/medical isolation must be understood. In solitary confinement, a 

prisoner may be punished for an indeterminate amount of time and at the discretion of a 

correctional officer (8). If a prisoner is being quarantined or medically isolated due to direct 

exposure to COVID-19, it should be for a medically-informed, predetermined amount of time 

that the prisoner is aware of. As prisoners are being isolated for the greater good rather than as 

punishment, they should have access to resources - such as books, television, and means to 

communicate with their loved ones - in order to keep themselves stimulated and make their 

separation mentally bearable (8). In addition, prisoners testing positive for coronavirus may be 

housed together as they do not run the risk of exposing the virus to one another (8). This could 

help reduce the constraints on space and mitigate the consequential social isolation. It’s 

imperative that the quarantine/medical isolation environment be as humane as possible so that 

inmates feel comfortable reporting their symptoms. A failure to do so would compromise the 

physical and mental wellbeing of prisoners, correctional workers, and the greater communities 

surrounding prisons.

The negative impacts of COVID-19 on the mental health of prisoners may grow more permanent 

as the pandemic continues. As prisons are disproportionately made up of people of color, these 

consequences may play a part in deepening the health disparity between these communities and 

the white community. Unfortunately, the resources needed to mitigate the negative psychological 

impact of the pandemic could be lacking in underfunded prisons. This means that elected leaders, 

advocates, family members, and other concerned individuals must ally together to support the 

incarcerated by urging policy changes or by private efforts (8). Although the pandemic poses 
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new challenges to the prison system, these challenges merely expose the existing inadequacies of 

the current prison system in the United States. The recommended responses suggested above are 

especially needed now but should remain in place after the pandemic passes to improve the 

physical and mental health of prisoners.
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